EDUCATION FRANÇAISE AUSTIN
PRIVACY POLICY
The following privacy policy discloses our information gathering and dissemination practices for the website located at www.efaustin.org (“Site”).

What personal information is gathered about you and how do we use it?
When registering for EFA programs or summer camps on the Site, you will be required to provide certain information about you and your child, including your name, your child’s name, address,
phone number. We may use your telephone number to contact you to follow up on your registration.
The Site server automatically collects data about your home server’s domain when you visit the Site. For example, if you visit us from your Yahoo account, our server will record a visit from
Yahoo.com. Our server may also record the referring page that linked you to us, e.g., an affiliate web site or a search engine. We use this information for the purposes of tracking the web site that
referred you to us and we sometimes provide this information in aggregated non-personally identifiable form to our affiliates. Our server will not automatically record your name or e-mail address.
Your e-mail address and other personally identifying data will not be known to EFA unless you voluntarily submit them to us.
Lastly, we may collect IP addresses. An IP address is a number that is automatically assigned to your computer whenever you are navigating the Internet. Internet servers automatically identify your
computer by its IP address. We may use your IP address to help diagnose problems with our server and to administer our Site but never for marketing or tracking purposes.
Occasionally, we may use the information you submit to send you information related to EFA. If you prefer, you can choose not to receive such information from EFA by indicating to us your
preference by unchecking the appropriate box at the time you provide to us the requested information, or at any time by sending an email message opting out to info@efaustin.org.
More generally, the personal information you give us allows us to statistically analyze site usage, to improve our content and offerings and to customize our site’s content, layout and services.
However, for these purposes, we only use your personal information on an aggregated basis without the use of any information that personally identifies you.

With whom is your information shared?
As a general rule, we do not share or disclose your personal information with or to any third party.
We reserve the right to disclose any content, records or electronic communication of any kind (including without limitation personal information or private electronic communication transmitted on the
Site): (i) to satisfy any law, regulation, or government request; or (ii) to protect the rights or property of EFA or its users.
What are your choices regarding how collected information is used?
We always give you the opportunity and right to opt out of receiving communications in the communication itself by opting out of future communications or by sending us an email opting out that
includes your full name and email address to info@efaustin.org.
What safeguards are in place to protect your personal information?
Although we will exercise reasonable care to maintain the confidentiality of the personal information we collect online, no data transmission over the Internet can be guaranteed to be 100% secure and
we cannot guarantee that the personal information you submit to us will be free from unauthorized third party intrusion. You therefore understand and agree that all information you submit to EFA or
post on the Site is done so at your own risk.
What about other sites linked from the Site?
You should be aware that when you are on the Site, you can be directed to other sites that we do not control. These other sites may send their own cookies, collect data or solicit personal information.
We are not responsible for the privacy practices of third party sites.
YOUR AGREEMENT
By using this Site, you acknowledge and agree to this privacy policy. If you do not agree to this privacy policy, please do not use the Site. We reserve the right to change, add or remove all or part of
our privacy policy at any time by posting the changes on this page. Your continued use of the Site following the posting of changes to these terms means you accept such changes.
If you have any comments or questions about our privacy policy, please send us an email at info@efaustin.org.

